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A meifaod and appazatus ifor

determining the number of particles

or cell5 in a liquid sample. The

I

method comprises: a) detennining
the number of particles or cells in
a first volume of the liquid sample,
b) detennining the statistical uncer-
tainty of the detennined number of

I

particles in said first volume, c) if

the determined uncertainty is larger

than a predetermined value, deter-

mining the number of particles or
cells m a further volume of the liq-

I uid sample, d) adding the numbers
of cells or particles detemiined in

steps a) and c), e) detemitning the

statistical uncertainty of the number
of particles detennined in step d),

f) repeating steps d) and c) with a
further voliune of the liquid sample.
until the uncertainty detennined in
step e) is lower than said prede-
termined value or until a predeter-

mined total volume of the liquid - w
sample in which the number of cells or panicles has been detemiined exceeds a predeteraiined volume being larger than said first volume
In this vray. the volume examined and the uncertainty of the measurement may be selected so that a suitable compTomisc between the
uncertainty and the tunc required to pcrfomi the measurement can be obtamcd. Hie apparams according to the invention comprises a liquidflow system allowmg the measurement sequence to be interrupted as soon as the calculating means decide tfiat the uncertainty of the actual
eel count is small enough to rely on the pn^scni dctemiination. The apparatus will then be ready to cany on with the next sample, thereby
mahitainlng a hjgh capacity while obtaining rdiable cell counts.
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A METHOD AND AN APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES OR
CELLS IN A LIQUID SAMPLE

.

TECHNICAL FIELD

5 The present invention relates to counting particles or cells in liquid samples and in particular in

connection with flow cytometry, which is a widely used technique for determining e.g. the number of

somatic cells in milk samples.

* BACKGROUND ART
In typical flow cytometers, the detemnination procedure is a simple counting procedure where a part

of a milk sample Is mixed with dye and the number of cells therein is counted using e.g. a

. fluorescence measuremenL

The uncertainty of a measurement can be expressed by the standard deviation (cf, D.A. Skoog

'Principles of instrumental analysis', Saunders College Publishing. Philadelphia, US) e.g. the relative

standard deviation, also called the coeffldent of variation, "CV". The 'CV of a value determined by

a counting procedure will depend on the number counted. For a typical Poisson distribution the 'CV
is inversely proportional to the square of the number counted, Thus, the uncertainty of a large

number of partides or cells, e.g. somatic cells in milk will be smaller than the uncertainty of a small

number of cells.

In typical, known flow cytometers. this is not taken into account In these instruments, the number of

cells is determined in a pre-determined volume of a milk/dye mixture. However, in some

instruments, this is taken into account by performing an alternative measurement by detecting a

pre-selected number of cells and by determining the volume in which this number of cells are

present Cell counting is also performed using techniques other than flow cytometry. Manual cell

counting is often performed on human blood. In this technique, the cells in a pre-selected volume of

the blood are counted. Alternatively a volume of blood containing a predetermined number of cells

may be measured.

The aljove two methods have the disadvantages that they In a sense are static. Either the

uncertainty Is the same for all measurements or it Is allowed to drift for all measurements.

Therefore, there is a risk of obtaining results having a large uncertainty. The solution to this is to

either increase the volume examined in order to count more partides or cells or to use the

alternative method using a predetennlned number of cells and therefore a pre-selected uncertainty.

By this method, however, the measurement procedure may for some samples take an unacceptably

long period of time.

CONF/RMATION COPY
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SUMMARY OF THE INJVENTION

The present invention provides a solution to this problem by providing a measurement where the

uncertainty is "dynamic" (i.e. variable). The uncertainty may be selected dependenUy or

independently of the results of the rheasurement

5 In feci, in a first aspect the present Invention relates to a method of detemnining the number of

particles or cells In a liquid sample, the method comprising:

a) determining the number of particles or cells in a first volume of the liquid sample.

b) determining the statistical uncertainty of the determined number of particles in said first

volume.

10 c) if the determined uncertainty Is larger than a pre-determined value, determining the number

of particles or cells in a further volume of the liquid sample.

d) adding the numbers of cells or particles determined In steps a) and c),

e) detemiining the statistical uncertainty of the numtjer of particles determined in step d),

f) repeating steps d) and e) with (a) further volume{s) of the liquid sample, until the uncertainty

15 detenmined in step e) is tower than said pre-determined value or until a pre-determined total

volume of the Dquid sample in which Ihe.number of cells or particles has been determined

exceeds a pre-determlned volume t>e[ng larger than said first volume.

In this way, the volume examined and the uncertainty of the measurement may be selected so that

a suitable compromise between the uncertainty and the time required to perform the measurement

20 can be obtained.

Naturally, there are different ways of expressing a statistical uncertainty depending also on the

determination in question. Thus, if the uncertainty is expressed as the relative standard deviation

(CV), this uncertainty is proportional to the inverse of the square of the counted number.

In the present invention, the uncertainty is evaluated a number of times during the detennination, in

5 order to not unnecessarily continue the detennination after tiie point in time at which a suitable

.
uncertainty has been reached. In this way, the determination is performed substantially as fast as

possible and still with ah uncertainty acceptable to the operator or user.
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Naturally, In order to ensure a certain minimum'sample capacity (measured samples per hour) of an

apparatus incorporating the method of the invention, practical considerations may require that the

determination is only allowed to run for a given maximum period of time. Alternatively, the total

volume of the liquid sample wherein the number of particles or cells may be determined, may be

5 limited to a given maximum volume. Especially in apparatuses for milk analysis, the capacity of an

apparatus is important as the total number of samples to be tested per day may easily be several

thousands.

Even though the number of particles or ceils in a volume of a liquid sample may be determined in a

number of ways incorporating the method of the invention, it is presently prefen-ed that the number

.

10 of cells or particles in the first and subsequent volumes is determined by flowing said volumes past

a detector detecting the presence of the cells or particles.

Preferably, the cells or particles are stained with a ftubrescing agent and irradiated voth radiation

exciting the fluorescing agent The detector may detect the presence of the particles or cells by

detecting the fluorescence emitted from the excited agent

1 5 Usually, the emission of the fluorescence takes place almost Instantaneously after excitation of the

fluorescing agent Therefore, it is preferred that the irradiation with radiation exciting the agent and

the emission of the fluorescence takes place while the Irradiated cells or particles are held by a

cuvette made of a material transmitting both the radiation and the fluorescence. An alternative way

of detecting cells or particles in a stream of liquid is to use a technique where the particles or cells

2 0 are irradiated by e.g. a laser and where light scattered by the particles or cells is detected.

A second alternative method of determining the number of cells or particles in a liquid sample is one

where the detector detects the presence of the cells or particles by detecting a difference in the

electrical conductivity of the volumes flovynng past the detector. This is e.g. the method used in so-

called Coulter counters.

25 In addition, the determination of the number of particles or ceils in the first and subsequent volumes

may alternatively comprise an assay step which is based on the quantification of a target molecule

or of a molecular interaction involving a target molecule, the interaction itself or a product thereof

being detectable and t>elng correlated to the number of cells or particles in the volumes.

Naturally, substantially all types of immunological assays may be used In connection with the

3 0 present invention as they may be used for the determination of the presence and/or quantity of

target molecules on the cells or particles. These types of assays comprise a large number of

different detection methods such as the detection of the resulting radioactivity of the liquid sample
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or the fluorescence. pH or colour thereof. In these types of assays, the agent may be a cotouring

agent colouring the cells or particles, whereby the deternrjinatio^

In the volumes may be performed by determining the coloration of the volumes.

The cells or particles and the agent may lake part In an antigen/antibody reaction. The agent, which
5 has taken part in the antigen/antibody reaction, may be able to direct a chemical reaction in the vol-

umes either starting and taking part in ihts reacting, or simply acting as a catalyst therein.

One type of agent performing this type of reaction is the type typically seen in e.g. ELISA assays.
Thus, the agent may comprise an enzyme, where the chemical reaction may be the enzymatic
splitting of a reagent The concentrations of the reaction product(s) from the enzymatic splitting of

10 the reagent relate to the number of cells or particles in the volumes - so that the determination of
the concentration of the reaction prDduct(s) vwll fomi the basis for at determination of the number of

cells or particles in the liquid sample.

By a first preferred method according to the Invention the pre-determlned value is Independent of
the determined number of cells. This means that the uncertainty obtained in the determinations is

15 better than or equal to the same value Independently of the nurnber of cells or particles determined
- taking into account a practical limitation on the maximum available measurement time or volume.

By the second method accordlrig to the Invention the pre-delenmined value depends on the

determined number of cells. The second method may be preferred when it Is desired to mainly

determine whether the number of cells or particles In the sample is positioned above or below a
2 0 given threshold value* Here, a large uncertainty may be tolerated. If it is certain that the determined

number of cells or particles is con-espondingly far away from the threshold value. Then, If the

number of cells or particles in the sample Is evaluated to be close to the threshold value, a lower
uncertainty wfll be desired to determine whether the determined number of cells or particles is, in

fact, above or l>elow the threshold value.

25 Thus, in the second method. It may be preferred that the pne-determined value is reduced in pre-

detenmined Intervals of numbers of cells or particles and typically in intervals centered around
threshold values used for e.g. payment purposes in the milk Industry,

Usually, these Intervals will be defined by an upper and lower cell or particle number, each being in

the interval, and it may be preferred that the reduced pre-determined valu4 Is reduced by at least

3 0 10%, such as at least.20%, preferably at least 30%. such as at least 40%. preferably at least 50%,
compared to that of the cell or particle numbers adjacent to the upper and lower cell or particle

numbers and outside the interval
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Alternatively, according to the second method, the probability of correct classification may be

determined, when the number of cells or particles has been determined. In this connection, the

probability of correct dassrfication may be the probability of the determined number of cells or

particles being on the correct side of a given threshold value. If this probability is high enough, the

5 measurement may be stopped. If not, the measurement may be continued, and a new, larger total

number of cells or particles may be determined and a new, larger probability of correct classification

may be calculated.

According to a preferred method of determinirig the number of cells or particles In the sample the

number of ceils or particles of the first and subsequent vo!ume{s) of the liquid sample is determined

3 while the first and subsequent volume(s) of sample are flowing through the cuvette. This rnethod

has the advantage that the flow of the liquid nnay be so thin that substantially only one cell or

. particle may be detected at the time.

Specifically, according to a more preferred method the liquid sample flows In a single, thin string or

layer surrounded by a sheath fluid Inside the cuvette. This is the case in e.g. flow cytometry.

This method has the advantage that impurities present In the liquid and having a size larger than

the particles or cells and the size of the string/layer of liquid sample will not cause clogging as they

might^dp if flowingJn a narrow liquid channeL lo.tbg above preferred mgthprf. the-Channel-may be

made wider - thanks to the sheath fluid - so that any impurities may be transferred through the

channel without causing clogglrig. The cross section of the actual flow of the liquid sample should

be kept small as the measuring area "covered" by the detector may be kept correspondingly small.

It is preferred that substantially only one cell or particle may then be present in the measuring area

at the time.

The method according to the invention is preferably applied for determining the number of cells in a

sample of milk or a milk product In methods of this type, the presently preferred agent or dye Is

Ethidium Bromide.

In a second aspect, the present invention relates to an apparatus for determining the number of

particles or cells in a liquid sample, said apparatus comprising:

means for determining the number of particles or cells In a first and (a) further voiume(s) of

the liquid sample,

means for determining the statistical uncertainty of the determined number of particles or

celts in a given volume of said liquid sample.
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means for detenmiriing whether the detenmined uncertainty is lower than a pre-determined

value, and

means for adding the numbers of particles or cells determined in the fir^t and the further

volumes of the liquid sample.

5 As described above, an apparatus of this type has the advantage over the prior art apparatuses that

a compromise may be made independently in each measurement between the uncertainty of the

measurement and the time required to obtain the measurement

It is preferred that the apparatus according to the invention comprises means for holding the first

and subsequent volumefs) of the sample during the determination of the number of cells or particles

10 therein, i.e. further volumes of the same sample can be introduced continuously until the desired

uncertainty is reached.

Several techniques may be used to determine the number of cells or particles in a liquid. Sonne of

these techniques comprise staining the cells or particles and subsequently detecting cells or

particles stained with the dye. These methods may have the advantage that the dye may be chosen

15 to be spedficaliy targeted for the cells or particles in question. Thereby impurities vAll be less

prevalent compared to e.g. a scatter measurement where Impurities and cells or particles may not

be distinguishable.

In the present apparatus, the means for determining the number of cells or particles in the first and

subsequent volume(s) of sample preferably comprise

20 - means for mixing at least part of the liquid sample with a volume of a dye so as to stain the

cells or particles with a fluorescing agent,

means for irradiating the stained cells or particles with radiation exciting the fluorescing

agent, and

' means for detecting fluorescence emitted from stained cells or particles having been

25 ' Irradiated with the exciting radiation.

Obviously. In an altemative apparatus, instead of a fluorescing agent the dye nnay comprise an

agent colouring the mbdure or catalyzing a process, which itself or a result thereof may be

detected. Such process can be a chemical process, and a detectable result can be a resulting

product In addition, the so-called Coulter-principle of measuring particles or cells in a liquid may be
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used in connecUon to the present invention. According to this principle, the liquid is passed through
a thin tube or the like provided with measuring electrodes, an-anged to measure the electrical

conducbVity in the liquid passing the electrodes. The particle or cell Is detected as its electrical

conductivity differs from that of the liquid.

5 The means for holding the first and subsequent volume(s) of the sample during the determination of

the number of cells or particles therein preferably hold these volumes during irradiation thereof with

the exciting radiation and during emission of the fluorescence. These holding means preferably

comprise a cuvette transmitting at least part of the exciting radiation and the fluorescence.

The apparatus according to the Invention preferably also comprises means for storing a number of

0 pre-detemnlned values, and means for selecting a pre-determined value depending on the number
of cells or particles determined In the liquid sample.

As described above, the present apparatus may preferably operate In one of two modes. In the first

mode, the uncertainty desired is chosen to be independent of the number of cells or partides

determined. In the second mode, the uncertainty desired depends on the number of cells or par-

ticles detemriined in the liquid sample.

AG-ths-dyes; such- as Ethiu 1um-Srornide' {ES), whieh -are iypicallf tiseei in ueLefminaiions of ceiis iri

milk samples are mutagenic and potentially carcinogenic, the disposal of liquid sample

contaminated with dye should typically be obtained through a processing station, as liquids having a
concentration above a given threshold may not be disposed of directly in e.g. sewers.

To this purpose the present apparatus preferably comprises waste means for receiving the mixture

of dye and liquid sample subsequent to the determination of the number of ceils or particles in the

sample, in fact, the waste means of the present apparatus preferably comprise at least two

containers for receiving different parts of the mixture, a first container for receiving parts ofihe

mature where the concentration of dye is lower than a pre-selected concentration and a second

container for receiving parts of ttie mixture where the concentration of dye is higher than the pre-

selected concentration. In this way. the first container receives only parts of tiie mixture having a
low dye concentration, allowing these parts to be disposed of in e.g. a sewer. This means that not

'

all of the mixture has to be disposed of at processing stations usually requiring payment for the

disposal. Separating tiie waste of tine apparatus provides both reduced costs for the owner of the

appai^tus and reduces the incentive to "accidental" illegal dispose of the dye in a manner polluting

the environment
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In the case where the liquid sample is a miik sample, even disposal of volumes of pure milk sample

must In certain areas be achieved through processing stations. Therefore, the present apparatus

preferably further comprises waste means for receiving parts of the liquid sample which has not

been mixed with the dye. Accordingly, the waste of the apparatus may be separated into non-

5 polluted, slightly polluted and heavily polluted parts. The pollution threshold values separating these

parts may be chosen freely, so that the instrument may be adapted to the regulations of the area in

which ft is to be used.

Another "problem" or point to take into account when using health hazardous dyes is the handling

thereof by the operator or laboratory personnel when preparing this dye and introducing It into the

• 1 0 apparatus. Typically, Elhidium Bromide is prepared from a powder which is dissolved in distilled

water, to which dtric acid and Triton™ is added. This operation, naturally, imposes a health hazard

to the person performing ft.

Therefore, the present apparatus, when utilizing hazardous dyes, preferably uses pre-dissolved and

concentrated dyes. These dyes are automaticany diluted in the apparatus thus comprising a mixing

15 means connected to a concentrated dye container and a dilute container and having an exit from

which the diluted dye, ready for use, is output, and from which the dye may t>e transferred to other

parts of the apparatus. In this way, laboratory personnel are not required to actually handle the EB

but merely change the concentrated dye containers.

However, even this operation may expose the operator or laboratory personnel to health hazard.

2 0 Certain types of containers cannot be totally emptied, whereby small amounts of dye will be left in

or on the container or the surrounding parts of the apparatus. Another equally grave problem Is the

fact that e.g. piercing a new container may bring about squirting of the contents ofthe container due

to pressure difference inside and outside the container.

In order to solve these problems, the concentrated dye container Is preferably a resilient container,

2 5 whereby pressure equaPization automatically takes place so that squirting may be avoided.

Furthermore, If the resilient container is of the type used for infusion liquids in hospitals, these

containers may be substantially totally emptied. These containers furthermore have the advantage

that no parts of the contents can escape the container except through a syringe penetrating the

rubber interface thereof. Subsequent to retraction of the syringe, dye is only present on that syringe.

3 0 Protection of this syringe during interchange of containers may be performed in a number of ways,

one of which is illustrated in the figures. Thus, the preferred apparatus, apart from presenting a sol-

ution to the uncertainty/measuring time problem, presents features highly appreciated by the

operators from both an economic point of view, an environmental point of view and a health hazard

point of view.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 Illustrates the flow of liquids in a pneferred embodiment of an apparatus according to the

invention,

Fig. 2 illustrates a cross section of the presently preferred element 200 for introducing EB from the

5 bag shown in Fig. 1 Into the system.

F\g. 3 is a cross sectional view of the measuring system of the apparatus illustrating the preferred

sample cuvette, and part of the optical system used for detection of cells

Fig. 4 illustrates.a timing diagram of the elements of the apparatus when performing an operation of

the type described below.

) Fig. 6 illustrates four graphs related to the different modes of function of the instrument

Rg. 6 shows a preferred embodiment of an apparatus according to the invention and

Fig. 7 shows a diagram of an example of the calculations performed during the measurements:

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
In the following, a preferred embodiment of the present invention incorporated in an apparatus for

detemnining the number of cells in milk samples will be described with reference to the drawings.

Fig. 1-7 illustrate the overall operation and flow of liquids in the presently preferred embodiment

of an apparatus according to the invention, a so-called cell counter. A typical application of the cell

counter is counting somatic cells in raw milk. Preferably, cell counters shall be able to handle about

500 mOk samples per hour. A low cell count indicates a high grade raw milk, for which the milk

producer shall be paid a high milk price. A high cell count indicates a low grade raw inilk, for which

the milk producer shall be paid less. Generally a high grade price wilt be paid for raw milk having a

. cell count below a first predefined value i.e. a first grade limit*. A medium price will be paid for raw

milk having a cell count between the first predefined value and a second predefined value or

'second grade limit*. A low grade price will fc>e paid for raw milk having a cell count above the

second ppBdefined value. Therefore, a knowledge of the cell count is important Specifically, when

the cell count is close to one of the predefined values, which are decisive for the payment, it is

important to detemaine with a high degree of probability whether the cell count is below or above the

predefined values or 'grade limits'.

The present cell counter (Fig. 6) operates by means of the so-called flow cytometry technique

where the liquid comprising the particles or cells to be detected is introduced inside a cam'er liquid
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as a sheathed flow into a cuvette in which the liquids are exposed to a typical epi-fiuorescence

measurement.

In order to prepare the cells of the sample for the fluorescence measurement, the milk Is mixed with

a dye solution comprising Ethidium Bromide (EB), which is a DNA-specific colouring agent, as well

5 as chemicals for dissolving the cell walls in order to bring the EB in contact with the DNA of the

cells. Subsequently, the stained cells are transferred to the flow cytomeler cuVette where the

fluorescence measurement takes place.

.

The EB is contained in a bag. The concentration of the EB is 10 times higher than the concentration

required for mixing with the milk in the apparatus. This EB input 2 will be further described In

10 connection with Fig. 2. From the EB input 2, EB is pumped to a mixing chamt>er 4 by one pump of

a tandem pump 6, of which the other pump transfers diluent liquid from a diluent liquid container 8

to the mbcing chamber 4. The present tandem pump 6 is adapted to dilute the EB by a factor 10.

A sensor 10 detects whether a bag is present in the bag container and whether this container is

closed. Liquid sensors 12 and 14 detect the presence of EB along the path from the EB input 2 to

15 the mixing chamber 4. A normally closed valve 16 ensures that EB does not pass when the

instrument is not in operation.

To ensure the desired dilution of the EB (by the foctor 10} a well-<lefined amount of EB must be

transferred to mbcing chamt>er 4 as well as a well-defined amount of diluent liquid. Therefore air

should be avoided in the liquid paths. Typically, air might be present if the path from the EB input

2 0 system 2 to the mixing chamber 4 has been emptied. If air is present this is detected by a liquid

sensor 14, controlling a switch 18 adapted to transfer the air-filled EB to a high concentration waste

container 20. When the path again is fill^ with concentrated EB the switch wQl transfer the

concentrated EB to the mixing chamber 4. In a sin^iar way, an optical sensor 22 will detect air in the

flow of diluent liquid and subsequently control a switch 24 in order to transfer this air-filled liquid to a

25 low concentration waste container 26. In the mixing chamber 4, a mixer 28 operates when the

tandem pump 6 is in operation in order to mix the added chemicals. In addition, in this chamber 3

optical sensors 30, 32 and 34 are present If sensor 30 does not detect liquid, the apparatus will t>e

put into standby mode. If sensor 32 does not detect liquid, the tandem pump 6 will be activated in

order to add liquid to the mixing chamber 4. Subsequently, the sensor 34, When detecting liquid, will

3 0 stop the operation of the pump 6.

Introduction of a milk sample

In the preferred embodiment the milk samples are arranged in small sample containers 42 in a row

on a conveyer ( shown in Fig. 6). In an alternative embodiment the containers 42 may be an3nged

on a rectangular table.
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Milk samples are introduced into the present apparatus through a typical pipette 40, which is

lowered into one of the sample containers 42 comprising a milk sample. A liquid sensor 44 is

immersed along with the pipette 40 in order to ensure that there is, in fact, a liquid sample to be

introduced into the apparatus. The prefenred pipette 40 is of a well-known type which comprises

5* two coaxial tubes where the sample, when introduced into the apparatus, is sucked through the

inner tube into the apparatus.

In the following It is assumed that the pipette has been lowered into a new sample container 42 in

order to let a new milk sample be introduced into the Instrument

Through the operation of a pump 48 the pipette 40 is flushed with milk from the new sample

10 container to ensure that the milk being introduced through the pipette 40 is representative of the

milk sample in the container 42, i.e.. to avoid "carry over from the preceding milk sample. The

flushed milk is directed towards a milk waste container 50. A liquid sensor 46 will detect the

presence of liquid. When a given volume of the milk has been transferred into the system the pump

48 is stopped.

'

15 A syringe pump 60 is controlled by a step motor 62 and two optical detectors 64. 66 which sense

the position of the plunger through an element (not shown) connected to the plunger of the pump

W. Tl3e..pJi!nger .aflhe^yrings piKopBO. Is riispiaGed.riownwards.so giR to Rur.kjiqnjfi fntn .the .p.urnp

60 through the path comprising open valves 58, 56. 54, 52. K should t>e noted that the syringe

pump 60 and the liquid path from pump to valve 56 is filled rinsing liquid acting as a "buffei"

2 0 k>etween the milk samples and the pump 60. It is constantly ensured that no parts of the milk

sample enter the syringe pump 60. It is always ensured that only rinsing liquid is present in the

pump 60 In order to prolong the life time of the plunger of the pump 60. This also reduces the risk of

carry-over t>etween subsequent samples. (In ^ct, the valve 58 is only closed and valve 102 Is only

open during starting up of the instrument so as to transfer rinsing liquid to the pump 60.)

25 In this way, milk Is transfierred from container 42 through pipette 40 and into the liquid path between

the valves 52, 54. and 56. After a period of time, i.e. when that the milk sample has reached the

valve 56, valves 54 and 56 are closed and valve 68 Is opened to allow further transfer of milk in a

parallel path between the valves 52 and 68.

An advantage of the two parallel liquid paths t>etween valve 52 and valves 56 and 68, is that a

3 0 larger volume of milk may be introduced before the representative volume is drawn from the sample

container 42. This is required when the apparatus has a long liquid path from the pipette 40 to valve

52. This is the case when sample containers 42 are positioned on a table and the pipette movement

is controlled by a XY-table as known ger sg.
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Mixing

Parallel to the introduction of the milk sample into the instrument, diluted EB is transferred from
mixing chamber 4 into a syringe pump 80 by opening a valve 83. The pump 80 Is driven by step
motor 82 and is controlled on the basis of signals from two optical detectors 84 and 86.

In order to precisely control the amount of liquid subsequently dispensed from pump 80. the
electronics controlling this pump 80 are reset when the optical detector 84 detects a plunger
element (not shown) connected to the plunger of the pump 80, In the same way. in order to control
the amount of liquid dispensed from pump 60, the electronics controlling this pump 60 are reset
when the optical detector 66 detects the corresponding plunger element (not shown).

Now the milk in the path between valves 52 and 68 shall be mixed with the EB solution in order to
stain the cells In the milk sample. The pump 60 is operated to dispense liquid through valve 58
backwards through valve 68. thereby forcing the newly introduced milk sample, contained In the
path behveen the valves 68 and 52. towards a mbdng point 106 on the path between the pumps 60.
80 and the cuvette 1O0. With a slight delay, the pump 80 is operated to transfer diluted EB from
pump 80 through an open valve 108 to the mbdng point 106. At this point the liquid dispensed from
pump 80 is actually mbced with the milk contained between valves 68 and 52. The mixture is passed
through a filter 110 and an open valve 112 In a direction towards the cuvette 100. The path from the
mUing point 106 to the cuvette 100 allows the two mbced liqiiWs to incubate in order to ensure
correct staining of the cells.

2 0 To avoid carry-over the path is flushed with the first portion of the new sample mbcture, which Is

discharged through an opea valve 114 Into the high concentratk>n waste chamber 20. (As the

pressure inside the cuvette 100 is typically slightly higher than the atmospheric pressure, it Is

expected that also a small part of the sheath liquid (also called camer liquid) therein is sucked
towards the waste chamber 20).

2 5 Parallel to this procedure, a third syringe pump 1 20 has been operated by a step motor 1 22
displacing its plunger to a lower position detected by a optical sensor 126 in order to suck rinsing

liquid from a container 132 via pump 130 through a now open valve 162.

Having ensured that the liquid positioned between the vaVes 1 12 and 1 14 is representative of the

new sample mbdure. valves 112 and 114 are closed, and a valve 116 is opened. Subsequently, the

3 0 pump 120 is operated in order to.transfer liquid from pump 120 into the liquid path between valves

1 12 and 1 14. towards the cuvette 100. This operation will force the milk sample mixture from the

path between the valves 1 12 and 1 14 Into the inner liquid tube of the cuvette 1 00 (See Fig. 3) in the

manner known In flow cytometry. Simultaneously, a sheath fluid pump 130 is operated to transfer a
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carrier or sheath fluid from the rinsing and sheath fluid chamber 132 through an open valve 134 to

the outer liquid tube of the cuvette 100 (See Fig. 3). From the cuvette 100, the liquid is passed to

the lov\^ concentration v/aste chamber 26. Optionally, a period of time may be allowed to lapse

between closing the valves 1 12 and 114 and until the operation of the pump 120 begins in order to

5 prolong the incubation time.

Measurement of the number of cells in the sample

The actual measurement {the cell counting) of the stained cells is performed by optical/electrical

equipment (mentioned on page 16) during the operation of the pumps 120 and 130, i.e. during the

transfer of the mixture comprising the stained cells through the cuvette 100. In the preferred

10 embodiment the measurenrkent is performed by delecting the fluorescence occurring each time a

stained cell pass through the cuvette 100.

When the mesurement of a sample is completed, the pump 120 can be reset and the plunger

thereof should be positioned at a top position detected by the optical detector 124 in order for the

pump 120 to be ready for the next measurement sequence. As it Is ensured that no milk (only

15 rinsing liquid) is introduced Into In the pump 120 no specific cleaning is required.

Cleanino procedure

T^ie i:Jeaj:»lDg.Df.tha prssjetn^tJn^tnj^^

depending on which parts of the Instrument are In operation. Thus, when the actual measurement

IS performed in the cuvette 100. the other parts of the instrument may easily be cleaned and milk

2 0 from a sutjsequent milk sample may be introduced into the systenrt Thus, the parts of the apparatus

connected with the pumps 80 and 60 is cleaned by operating a pump 140 which transfers rinsing

liquid from the container 132 through a stop valve 142 and through a valve 144 to a position

between pumps 60 and 80 and the valve 1 12. Cleaning liquid is Introduced at this point In order to

backflush the filter 1 10 and to Introduce liquid through the valves 54, 56. and 68, when vah/e 52 is

2 5 closed. The stop valve 142 only ensures that liquid is not introduced into the system unattendedly.

Before the input of each new sample rinsing liquid is introduced Into the pipette 40 between the

two coaxial tubes. By a simultaneous suction the rinsing liquid is sucked through the inner tube and

back into the apparatus.Jn this way, both the outer and inner surfaces of the inner tube are

cleaned.

30 Separation ofthewastg

The waste which is discharged from the Instrument may be separated according to the amount of

EB comprised in the different portions thereof. To this purpose two valves 146 and 148 are

provided, which each close or open a path between the valves 56 and 68 and the containers 26 and

20. respectively. Thus, as the first part of the liquid transferred to the valves 146 and 148 will
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comprise large amounts of EB. vah/e 148 will be opened the first 1A3 of the total cleaning time so a

to transfer the first 1/3 of the total amount (i.e. the amount transferrEd to waste containers 20 and

26) through this path to the high concentration waste chamber 20. Subsequently, valve 148 is

closed and valve 146 is opened in order to transfer the rest of the amount to the low concentration

5 waste chamber 26.

Further description of figure 1

The setup illustrated In Fig. 1 furthermore comprises a number of elements intended for the

convenience of the operator.

Preferably, It Is ensured that the Instrument can operate for at least 10 minutes aUowing the

10 operator to replace containers of diluent liquid, rinsing and sheath liquid or concentrated EB without

having to interrupt the operation of the apparatus.

This Is obtained by ensuring that the amount of EB mbcture contained in the mixing chamber 4
between the positions at which optical sensors 34 and 32 detect Uquid corresponds to the amount
used during at least 10 minutes of normal operation. In addition, the rinsing and sheath liquid

15 container 132 is preferably a container which Is frequently refifled with liquid from a larger container

1 50 by operating a pump -1 52.

The container 132 comprises two optical sensors 154 and 156. When detector 156 detects no

liquid, the pump 152 is operated for a given period of time sucking liquid from a container 150. The
amount of liquid In the container 132 preferably co^esponds to what is used during at least 10

2 0 minutes of normal operation. If no liquid is transferred by pump 152, liquid for at least 10 minutes of

operation is still present and the operator is warned of the situation. Detector 154 is a safety

detector. The instrument is put on stand-by, if the detector does not detect liquid.

The preferred timing of the pump 48, the valves 52, 64 and a valve 160 controlling the flow of

rinsing and sheath liquid to the pipette 40, the vawes 68, 56, 148. 146, 144. 114, 112.. 102. 58. 108,

25 83, 162 and 1 16 as well as motors 62. 82, and 122 of pumps 60, 80, 120, respectively, and pumps
48. 140 is showTi in Fig, 4 which illustrates a timing diagram of these elements when perfbnning an

operation of the type described above. The means for controlling the valves and motors accx)rding „

to the timing diagram are not shown in details and may be realised in several known ways,

preferably through electronic circuitry e.g. a computer.

5 0 Fig. 2. illustrates a cross section of the presently prefen-ed element 200 for introducing EB from the

bag illustrated in Fig, 1 into the system. It should be kept in mind that EB Is mutagenic and poten-

tially carciogenic whereby the handling of this chemical should take place with utmost care.
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Of course, it is the cx)ncem of manufacturers of instruments of this type to ensure that the

instrument does not cause laboratory personnel to be exposed directly to this chemical. In the

present instrument this is ensured by using infusion bags of the types typically used in hospital

environments also for toxic chemicals. The advantage of this type of bag is that the liquid in the bag

5 is always at ambient pressure so that no pressure equalization takes place when piercing the bag.

Pressure equalization may otherwise cause the content to be splashed onto the surroundings and

any personnel operating the elements. In addition, the apparatus ilfustrated in Rg. 2 ensures that

the operator cannot come into contact with the needle piercing the EB bag as the needle Is

constantly either protected by a metal element or introduced into the bag.

In the actual embodiment, the bag (not shown on Fig. 2) Is fitted with typical connecting piece 202

which fits into a hole 204 in the element 200. Inside the hole 204 at the opening thereof, a circular

groove 206 is provided in order to receive three balls 208 when the connecting piece 202 is

withdrawn from or introduced into the hole 204, The connecting piece 202 comprises a collar 210

which prevents the connecting piece 202 from being withdrawn from the hole 204 when the balls

208 are not received in the groove 206. The balls 208 are held in conical holes in a transporting

device 212 so that they 208 cannot fiall into the hole 204. The transporting device 212 is

interconnected to a toothed rod 214 engaging with a tooth wheel 216 which Is again connected to a

handle (not shown). Tuming the handle (not shown) vwU transfer the device 212 l>etween an upper

position Wherein the baUs 20S Trmy-'tfeTeieVe^^ 20S-and- s Ssxvsr- pssitionAvh?£h >.vi!! be

described below.

A hypodermic needle 220 for penetrating the bag (not shown in Fig. 2) in order to withdraw EB

therBfrom is rigidly interconnected to a bottom member 222 through which EB may be led to a

connecting member 224 for connection with the liquid system of the rest of the apparatus.

Also connected to the bottom member 222 is a protecting cylinder 229 which is slidingly movable in

relation to the needle 220. A member 226 is rigidly connected to a needle 220. and a compression

spring 221 engages vAth the member 226 and an upper inner surface of the cylinder 229. Thus,

when cylinder 229 is pressed towards the bottom of the hole 204. the needle 220 will be exposed as

it is passed through a hole at the end of the cylinder 229. However, the cylinder 229 may only be

displaced downwards by contact with the interconnecting member 210 which is connected to a bag

(not shown). Thus,' this position where the needle 220 may be exposed is the lower position of the

member 212.

The movement of the cylinder 229 is independent of any movement of the element 212 as long as

no fitting member 210 is introduced to engage therewith. Thus, independently of the position of the
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element 212. me needle 220 will always be protected by the cylinder 229 unless a fitbng member
210 is Introduced to press the cylinder229 downwards.

Thus, the present element 200 will ensure that the EB contaminated needle is only exposed from
the cylmder229 when it is to be introduced into a connecting member 210 of a bag. This will
prevent an operator of the instrument from getting Into contact with the EB. Another advantage of
using the bag illustrated in Rg. 1 is that the bag can be emptied almost totally, whereby waste of
this very toxic EB Is reduced to a minimum.

Fig. 3 illustrates a part of the measuring setup at the cuvette 100 of Fig. 1. This measuring setup
corresponds to a typical epi-fluorescence measurement of known art. e.g. as described In

10 Japanese published patent appfication with publication number 1-105136. Light from e g a halogen
lamp (not shown) is transferred through a heat filter (not shown) removing IR and UV light which
might othe^rise heat the rest of the system, and a bandpass filter (not shown) transmitting only light
which excites the EB. diverted by a dichroic filter (not shown) toward focusing optics 250 focusing
the radiation on to the very narrow Dquid string or sheet comprising the EB stained cells passing
through the cuvette 100. The fluorescence generated due to this illumination is subsequently
collected by the same focusing optics.250 and is transmitted through the dichrolc filter (not shown)
and a filter (not shown) transmitting only fluorescence and launched onto a photo multiplier tube
(not shown) which detects the fluorescence from each of the stained cetts.

In Rg. 3 the optics for focusing the exciting fight onto the itring or sheet of liquid and lor collecting
•

20 the fluorescence is referred with numeral 250 and is usually a microscope objective.

In addition, the presently preferred cuvette furthemTore comprises a curved mirror 251 positioned
on the opposite side of the string or sheet of sample-dye mbrture. compared to the optics 250. so as
to reflect part of the fluorescence not directly collected by the optics 250. Naturafly. this increases

('
total amount of fluorescence detected by the system. The preferred mlrror251 is a plano-

2 5 convex lens which has been coated with a reflective coating on the spheric side and which is
suitably fastened to the cuvette 1 00.

15

In Fig. 3. the cS^tejLQO.B shown interconnected with elements 252 and 254 for introducing liquids
into and receiving liquids from the cuvette 100. respectiveV- In the element 252. the sheath fluid is
mtroduoed into path 256. and the mixture of milk and EB is introduced into the path 258. Path 258 Is
introduced into a hollow rod 266 fbmiing part of the cuvette 100. The path 256 is introduced into the
surroundings 268 of the rod 266. When transferring liquid through the paths 256 and 258. the shape
of the cuvette 100 at the surroundings of the rod 266 win ensure that liquid flowing from the rod 266
will fomi a thin string in the narrow passage 270 of the cuvette 100 inside a sheath of fluid (from the

30
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container 132 comprising rinsing and carrier/sheath liquid). In the present example, the passage

270 has cross sectional dimensions of 200p.m x 200pm and the sample sheath therein has a width

This type of setup has the advantage that the focusing and collecting optics can be concentrated on

5 an area having a diameter of approx. 100pm (even though a diameter down to 20pm may in
-o^tv^

principle be used). Impurities having a size of approx. 200pm may be transferred through the

system without causing cIogging.^Naturally. the presence of an impurity may cause an erroneous

count in the system. This, however. Is acceptable as the alternative is a system which may cease

operation each time a large impiJrity clogs the cuvette.

1 0 When comparing the size of the test area (1 00pm or down to 20pm) to the diameter of white blood

cells (leucocytes) in milk (5-1 5pm) it is seen that this measuring technique may be extremely

efficient

Fig. 5 illustrates four graphs which are related to the function of the Instrument Each stained cell is

detected in known manner as an electric pulse by the opb'cal/electrical equipment mentioned on

15 page 16. Each pulse is quantized i.e. digrtfeed. to assign it to one of preferably 512 channels each

representing a small interval of pulse voltage in known manner.

The pulse size distribution of a typical stained milk sample detected in a system as described above

is Illustrated in graph a). The cell counter instrument is associated with calculating means, e.g. a

digital signal processor, DSP, and an internal computer board, as well as an external computer

2 0 such as a PC. an^nged to calculate (and preferably comprising a monitor able to show) the pulse*

size distribution of each milk sample.

From this graph can be seen that a large amount of low energy pulses are 'detected (See arrow A).

These low energy pulses are caused by noise and scatter as well as stray light and should, thus,

be eliminated from the measurement In graph a) a top is seen (See arrow B) which represents the

2 5 actual cells in the sample. Thus, in order to remove the noise and scattered light, a pulse energy

threshold should be used. Preferably, a discriminator threshold is positioned in the minimum

between the low energy pulses and the top representing the cells (See arrow C).

Another method of determining the position of this discriminator threshold is to fit a Gaussian curve

to the top (arrow B) and an exponential curve to the part at arrow A. Subsequently, the threshold

3 0 (arrow B) is positioned at the position where the residual area under these two curves is the same.
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The apparatus described in the foregoing nriay perform the determination of the cell count according
to a prior art routine for counting the number of cells In a sample. Such known measurement is

proceeded for a fixed period of time. e.g. typically being In the order of2 seconds, where the
energies of the individual pulses are registered.

5 For each milk sample the pulse energy distribubon of the type seen in graph a) Is determined,
where from (he energy (voltage) of the discriminator threshold of this measurement is calculated.
Hnally. the number of pulses having an energy higher than the discriminator threshold is deter-
mined, and the total number of cells per volume of the mflk sample is calculated.

According to the present invention, this method may be improved by making the actual measuring
10 time "dynamic* i.e. variable.

Obviousty. the obtained cell count may be erroneous. The uncertainty of the measurement may be
described by the eoefBcient of Variation. CV. Graph b) shows the CV versus the cell count. (I.e. the
number of cells in a milk sample) detected for three different measuring times. Obviously, the
uncertainly of a measurement is reduced when a larger volume of the sample has been used for

15 the measurement (corresponding to a longer period of measuring time).

In the presently preferred embodiment typically 1/300 ml sample Is used In a measurBment taking
place in appni»x. 2 seconds. In the fbUowing. we wUI define the worUng fyctor(M) as the divisor
defining the sample volume in ml (that part of a mfflilitre of a sample used in the measurement) - In

the above exan^le. the working factor (M) is 300. According to the invention, in the process of
20 having a dynamic uncertain^, the working factor (IWI) is allowed to vary depending on the final

determined number of cells (count) counted.

The relative standard deviation may be determined iTom:

^ count

From this it is seen that increasing the volume tested will decrease M and, thus, decrease CV.

25

From graph b). it may be seen that a given uncertainty may, of course, be obtained by simply
alJowing the measuring time to be long enough (the number of cells being large enoughm>e volume
being large enough). However, it would drastically reduce the capacity of the instrument (number of

samples tested per hour) if at! samples would suddenly nsquine a measurement time of maybe up to

7 times of that actually required by the majority of the samples in order to ensure an acceptable

uncertainty for a few samples.
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In order to attempt lo maintain the capacity of the instrument or at least to minimize the reduction,

two different methods of determination according to the invention have been developed as shown in

graphs c) and d).

. In graph c). the graph of the uncertainly of one preferred embodiment of an apparatus and method

according to the invention is disclosed. In this embodiment, the uncertainty of the measurement has
been reduced in two areas along the cell number axis.

A method and apparatus of this type would be desired, if it was to be determined whether the
'

number of cells in the sample was above and/or below each of a number of predetermined

threshold values T1 and T2, e.g. grade limits decisive of the payment for raw milk received in a

dairy. If the number of cells (the cell count) appears to be dose to one of the threshold values, a

smaller uncertainty is required in order to be able to perform the determination with a specific,

desired CV, whereas a larger uncertainty would be acceptable, If the number of cells was far away
from the important threshold values.

In a preferred embodiment the operator selects one or more 'grade limits' also called 'classification

boundaries' and a desired probability of correct classification. In the following, an example of a

measurement will be given in which the probability of correct classification is selected to be 95%
(which corresponds to approximately 2 standard deviations) and wherein a classification boundary

is selected at 200,000 cells/ml.

Performing the measurement in 2 seconds, the M will be 300 (cf. the atx>ve) whereby.

300 aOD%-3.9%
200,000

Thus, if the first estimate of count is in the interval {(200,000-16.000) - (200,000+16.000)} =

{184,000-216,000} the measurement will continue so as to increase the volume and, thus,

decrease M. so as to increase CV. If count is outside this Interval, the measurement is stopped.

if this intermediate prediction resulted in a number of cells (cell count) being within a certain

distance from a threshold value (e.g. a grade limit), the measurement time will automatically t>e

prolonged while new estimates were performed, unKI the estimates give cell counts outside the
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given boundary anaund the threshold values or until the uncertainty of the measurement was
reduced to an acceptable limit.

A presently preferred embodiment of the above described mode of operaboh is schematically

shown in a diagram in Fig. 7. The steps 701-705 are preferably cam'ed out In a Personal Computer

5 forming the user interface. If the user has selected a precision mode he sets the grading limits 701
and the confidence levels 702 on the keyboard of a Personal Computer. Then the necessary

measure time versus ceU count (CC) Is calculated In step 703. A stepwise curve 704, as shown to

the right of 703. is obtained. The resuH is stored in an internal storage 705.

When a ceil count of a milk sample is measured, the measuring starts by counting cells in, e.g. 2

10 seconds (706). If (707) the user has selected nomial mode operation (708) the counting procedure

stops, and a new sample wfll be measured . If (707) the user has selected a precision mode, the

precision procedure will start by setting n = 1 (709). TTie cell count is determined (710) from the

pulse size distribution curve 711. which preferably is calculated in a DSP.

DL denotes a discriminator level which may be determined (in the DSP) as the minimum on the

15 curve. The area to the right of the DL con^sponds to the counted cells. The cell count (the number
of cells in 1 ml) = M • count; M = 300/n. The cell count. CC. minus the grade fimil, GL. is

compared to the Interval I(n+1) (713) defined of the curve (704), If the distance between the cell

count and the grading Omit is greater than the interval l{n+1) from the step curveT04 the counting of

the present sample Is good enough and further counting Is stopped. A new sample is then

2 0 introduced in the cuvette of the ceil counter. If (714) the distance between the cell count and the

grading Bmit.is smaDer than the interval l(n+1) the counting of the present sample is continued in 4 .

sec. more (715). All registered pulses are accumulated (716) and a new cell count is calculated

(710). The calculations may proceed for 14 seconds, corresponding to n = 7 (712).

Preferably the above calculations are carried out in a Computer board and a DSP (Digital Signal

: 5 Processor) located in electronic cincuitry. behind the fluid system as well as a Personal Computer,

connected by interfaces, all of which Is well-known to people in the art for which reason no further

details ane showa

In graph d), a second embodiment of the method or apparatus of the present invention is illustrated.

0 In this apparatus and/or method^ the measurements are perfomried at a given uncertainty. Due to

the presently preferred upper llrnit of the measuring time of 14 seconds small numbers of cells (cell

counts), of course, cannot be measured at this low uncertainty. However, when the graph

representing the uncertainty of a 14-second measurement reaches the desired uncertainty, the

uncertainty is kepi at the same level until the 2-second graph automatically brings this uncertainty
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even lower, as 2 seconds is the presently preferred lower linrift of measuring time. In this mode of

the presently preferred apparatus, the operator typically pre-selects a nnaxlmum CV, whereby the

apparatus will continue the measurement by decreasing M (increasing the volume used in the

measurement), until the count determined and the M obtained give a satisfactory CV. However, as

5 described above, it may be preferred to impose a maximum volume (minimum M). to be used in the

measurement, on the apparatus so as to ensure a minimum throughput of samples. In the presently

.
preferred apparatus, a minimum M = 300/7 « 43 is selected.

In the present instrument, the first predicted value is obtained after a measurement period of 2
seconds. Subsequently. 30 estimates are provided per second until an estimate gives a suitable

0 probability of correct classification or a suitable CV. depending on the actual mode of the

instrument In the preferred embodiment of the present instrument, a maximum measurement time

of 14 seconds is possible for each milk sample in a container 42. Obviously, this measurement time

may be prolonged to any desired period of time.

Thus, in the new cell counter according to the invention, the capacity of the instrument is generally

maintained close to the maximum capacity, which may be obtained vwlh the fixed measurement

time, typically 2 seconds in the present instrument The advantage of the new counter Is that the

measurements can be obtained with a better (smaller) uncertainty if necessary, only sacrificing a

• • wi'ior pcriiOri'Gv 'tho''rnuX«rrtcirn"C5paCity~Gf"tri£*'!n^

Generally, the present method nrwiy, provide both better and faster results as a large part of the

measurements may be performed faster than with the prior art instrument (with a lower but still

acceptable uncertainty) and only a few measurements will be slower (but then with a better

uncertainty than the prior art instrument).

The apparatus according to the invention comprises a liquid flow system as shown in Fig. 1 and

described in the foregoing, allowing the measurement sequence to be interrupted as soon as the

calculating means decide that the uncertainty of the actual cell count is small enough to rely on the

present determination. The apparatus will then l>e ready to carry on with the next sample, thereby

maintaining a high capacity while obtaining reliable cell counts.
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CLAIMS

1
.
A method of determining the number of particles or cells in a liquid sample, the method

comprising:

determining the number of particles or cells in a first volume of the liquid sample,

determining the statistical uncertainty of the defenmined number of particles In said first

volume,

if the determined uncertainty is larger than a pre-determined value, determining the number
of particles or cells in a further volume of the liquid sample,

adding the numbers of cells or particles determined in steps a) and c),

determining the statistical uncertainty of the number of particles determined in step d).

repeating steps d) and e) with a further,volumes of the liquid sample, unfll the uncertainty

detennlned In step e) is lower than said pre-determined value or mdS a pre-determined total

volume of the liquid sample in which the number of cells or particles has been determined

exceeds a pre-determined volume being larger than said first volume.

15 2. A method according to claim 1 , wherein the number of cells or particles in the first and

subsequent volumes is detenmined by flowing said volumes past a detector detecting the presence

of the cells or particles.

3. A method according to claim 2. wherein the cells or particles are stained with a fluorescing agent

and irradiated with radiation exciting said fluorescing agent, and where the detector detects the

2 0 presence of the particles or cells by detecting the fluorescence emitted from said excited agent

4. A method according to claim 3. wherein the Irradiation with radiation exciting said agent and the
*

emission of said fluorescence takes place while the irradiated cells or particles are held by a cuvette

made of a material transmitting said radiation and said fluorescence.

a)

5 b)

c)

10 e)

0

25

5. A method according to any of claims 1 or 2. wherein the detector detects-the presence of the

cells or particles by detecting a di^rence in the electrical conductivity of the volumes flowing past

the detector.
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6. A method acxx»rding to any of claims 1 or 2, wherein the detemilnation of the number of particles

or cells In the first and subsequent volumes comprises an assay step which is based on the

quantificalion of a target molecule or of a molecular interaction involving a target molecule, the inter-

action itself or a product thereof being detectable and being con-elated to the number of cells or par-

5 tides in the volumes.

7. A method according to claim 6, comprising a colouring agent colouring the cells or particles and

wherein the determination of the number of cells or particles in the volumes is performed by

determining the coloration of the volumes.

8. A method according to daim 6» wherein the cells or particles and an agent take part in an

10 anb'gen/anlibody reaction,

9. A method according to daim 8, wherein the agent having taken part in the antigen/antibody

reaction, is able to direct a chemical reaction in the volumes. ^

10. A method according to daim 9, wherein the agent comprises an enzyme, wherein the chemical

reaction Is the enzymatic splitting of a reagent, and wherein the concentratiDns of the reaction

product{s) from the enzynrratic splitting of the reagent relate to the number of cells or particles in the

11. A method according to any of the preceding daims, wherein said pre-determined value is

independent of the determined number of cells or partides.

12. A method according to any of daims 1-10, wherein said pre-determined value depends on the

determined number of cells or partides.

13. A method according to daim 12, wherein said pre-determined value is reduced in pre-

determined intervals of numbers of cells or partides.

14. A method according to daim 13. v/herein the intervals are defined by an upper and lower cell or

partide number, each being In the interval, where the reduced pre-determined value is reduced at

least 10%, such as at least 20%. preferably at least 30%, such as at feast 40%. preferably at least

50%, compared to that of the cell or particle numt»ers adjacent to said upper and lower cell or

partide numbers and outside said interval.
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15. A method according to claim 4. wherefn the number of cells or particles of said first and
subsequent volume(s) of the liquid sample is detemiined while said first and subsequent volume(s)
of sample are flowing through said cuvette.

16. A method according to claim 15. wherein the liquid sample flows in a single string or layer
5 surrounded by a sheath fluid inside the cuvette.

17. A method according to any claims 1 ^. wherein the nquid sample is a sample of milk or a milk
product and wherein the agent (dye) is Ethldium Bromide.

18. An apparatus for determining the number of particles or cells in a liquid sample, said apparatus
comprising:

0 - means for determining the number of particles or cells in a first and (a) further volume(s) of
the liquid sample,

- means for determining the statistical uncertainty of the detemiined number of particles or
cells in a given volume of said liquid sample.

means for detenrnlning whether the determined uncertainty is lower than a pre-dele^
value, and

means for adding the numbers of particles or cells determined in said first and said further
volumes of said liquid sample.

19. An apparatus acconding to claim 18, further comprising means (100) for holding the first and
subsequent volume(s) of the sample during the detemnination of the number of cells or particles
therein.

20. An apparatus according to claim 18 or 19, wherein the means for determining the number of
cells or particles in said first and subsequent volume(s) of sample comprise

means (4) for mixing at least part of the liquid sample with a volume of a dye so as to stain

the cells or particles with a fluorescing agent,

means for irradiating said stained cells or particles with radiation exciting said fluoresdng
agent, and
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means for detecting fluorescence emftted from stained cells or particles having been
irradiated with said exciting radiation.

21. An apparatus according to claim 20, wherein the holding, means comprise a cuvette (100)
receiving and transmitting the exciting radiation and said fluorescence.

22. An apparatus according to daim 19. wherein the holding means comprises means for detecting
variations in the electrical conductance of the volumes therein.

23. An apparatus according to any of claims 18-22, further comprising means for storing a number
of pre-determined values and means for selecUng a pre-detemiined value depending on the
determined number of cells or particles detennined in the liquid sample,

24. An apparatus according to any of claims 1 B-23. further comprising waste means (26) for

receiving the mixture of dye and liquid sample subsequent to the detemiination of the number of
cells or particles in a volume of the sample.

25. An apparatus according to claim 24. wherein the waste means comprise at least two containers
for receiving different parts of the mixture, a first container (26) for receiving parts of the mixture
where the concentration of dye is lower than a pre-selected concentration and a second container

(20) for receiving parts of the mixture where the concentration of dye Is higher than the pre-selected
concentration.

26. An apparatus according to any of claims 18-25. further comprising waste means (50) for

receiving parts of the liquid sample not having been mixed with the dye.

20 27. An apparatus according to any of claims 23-26. further connprising a mixing means (4)

connected to a concentrated dye container (2) and a dilute container (8) and having an exit from
which the diluted dye is output

15

28. An apparatus according to claim 27, wherein the concentrated dye container (2) is a resilient

container.
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